Quality
Quality control begins in our 24-hour laboratory,
where every two hours our trained technicians
carefully test each and every anodizing solution. This
constant care keeps our anodizing error-free so that
the process used at 8 a.m. will be the exact same
process used at 8 p.m. and instead of using pre-mixed
dyes, we custom mix every color, from Oil Rub Bronze
to Kelly green, allowing our technicians to precisely
match the color you’ve designated.
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NOBODY KNOWS “COLORS” LIKE COLORS...
At Colors, we custom match our dyes to the sample
you choose, allowing you to choose from any of
these colors and more.
What We Can Do

Who is Colors, Inc.?
Colors is a third-generation family owned anodizing
company located in Indianapolis, Indiana. We provide
durable, long-lasting, and high-quality clear or color
coatings on aluminum parts that will stand the test of
time, much like our business.
At Colors, we’ve built our reputation on our ability
to produce the brightest, most accurate colors in the
anodizing industry. In fact, we’re so confident in the
superiority of our anodizing process, we’ll run a single
sample part 36 inches or less in size and in any color
possible, absolutely free. That’s just one of the many
ways we back up our claim of being the industry leader
since 1946.

Capabilities at Colors Inc. include sulfuric acid
anodize in Bright up to 15’ or Satin up to 16’ which
can be in most any color you desire. Also with some
limitations include in our processes MIL-C-5541
and MIL-A-8625, Type II, Class I and II, AMS Specs
(Excluding hard coat and chromic anodize). We
have laser engraving, local sources for buffing and
brushing as well as in house capabilities for hand
brushing of flat panels.

The Hand Line

The Hand Line can give your small parts the look
and protection that will be a selling point to your
customers.
Standard Colors: Gold (Good for exterior uses),
black, blue, green, red, violet and bronze.
Custom Colors: We custom blend dyes to match
your sample and can reference nationally known
color charts.
FInishes: From the bright to satin.
Sizes: three feet in length or less.
Lead Time: Two weeks max.

The Hoist Line
The Hoist Line is capable of anodizing long
extrusions, heavy plates, high volume small parts
or other manufactured aluminum products so that
they are beautiful as well as protected.
Standard Colors: Gold (good for exterior uses)
and Black.
Custom Colors: We custom blend dyes to
match your sample and can reference nationally
known color charts.
Finishes: From the bright to satin.
Sizes: 16 foot satin, 15 foot bright.
Lead Time: two weeks max.
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